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Abstract
Product recovery, in which part or all of a product is reclaimed by the manufacturer at
the end of the product life cycle, is becoming increasingly important due to
environmental, governmental, and consumer pressures.
Eastman Kodak's one-time-use camera department began recovering its cameras in
1990 in response to consumer pressures. The recovery program has become an integral
and profitable part of the manufacturing operation. Since its initial setup, the recovery
program has required and received little engineering or managerial resources. This
research describes and analyzes the current state of the recovery program for one of the
camera models. It discusses the cost savings and defect reduction made to the recovery
program and offers recommendations for future improvements of the process.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Thesis Summary
The purpose of this thesis is to discuss the improvements made to the recovery
process of the circuit boards used in the Mini Flash camera, a one-time-use camera
designed and manufactured by Kodak.
A one-time-use camera comes preloaded with 35mm film. After all the pictures
have been taken, the entire camera is brought to a photofinishing lab to have the film
developed. The user gets back the negatives and the prints, but not the camera. The
user cannot load another roll of film into the camera.
In 1990, Kodak began a recycling program, called a recovery program, for its
one-time-use cameras. Environmental and consumer pressure on Kodak to reduce the
waste generated by the used camera bodies was the main driver for the recovery
program. Over the past several years, the recovery program has saved Kodak more
than $10,000,000.
Kodak buys back the camera bodies from the photofinishers. Some of the camera
parts are reused as-is in new one-time-use cameras. Other parts, which are made of
plastic, are ground up and added to virgin material to make new parts for the one-time-
use cameras. Overall, 86% by weight of a one-time-use camera is either reused or
recycled.
The one-time-use camera studied in the thesis is a flash model called the Mini
Flash. It is Kodak's best selling one-time-use camera, with annual sales volumes in the
tens of millions. All the flash cameras have a circuit board that generates a flash and a
battery to charge up the circuit board. The circuit board is the most expensive
component in the Mini Flash camera. A circuit board can be reused multiple times.
Each time a circuit board is reused instead of purchasing a new board, Kodak saves
$3.25. Reuse of the Mini Flash circuit board contributes over 90% of the recovery
program's savings.
Kodak contracts out a large portion of the recovery work to local vendors. This
allows Kodak to control costs and the size and complexity of its one-time-use
department. In very simple terms, there are four activities that occur during the
recovery process:
* the cameras are shipped back from the photofinishers
* a vendor sorts the cameras by manufacturer and model
* the remanufacturing vendors begin to rebuild the recovered cameras
* final assembly and test is done at Kodak
There are four groups of participants in the recovery process: the consumers, the
photofinishers, the vendors, and Kodak. My internship focused on two of those groups,
the photofinishers and the vendors.
This thesis reports the work I did on my internship. The two following
paragraphs give a summary of my internship results. The remainder of the thesis will
focus on developing and describing these results.
To improve the quality of the circuit boards coming from the photofinishers, I
recommended a change to Kodak's recovery policy. Kodak requires the photofinishers
to remove the batteries from the Mini Flash cameras before they are shipped to Kodak.
The circuit board gets damaged during the removal of the battery. By leaving in the
battery, Kodak could reduce the defect rate of its circuit boards and save money by not
having to repair them. It is estimated that the circuit board defect rate would drop by
27% and save Kodak $112,000 annually.
Improvements made to the vendor processes include:
* reclaiming components from defective boards
* changing the inspection procedure to improve yield rates
* replacing a defective component on the circuit board instead of scrapping the board
These vendor improvements are estimated to save Kodak over $280,000 per year.
1.2 Structure and Overview of Thesis
Chapter 2 One-Time-Use Cameras
Chapter 2 introduces the one-time-use camera industry and Kodak's one-time-
use camera models.
Chapter 3 The Mini Flash Circuit Board Recovery Process
This chapter begins with a description of the Mini Flash camera parts and the
circuit board, discusses the recovery process and its yield rates, and explains the camera
remanufacturing process.
Chapter 4 Improving the Vendor Processes
Kodak outsources a significant portion of the recycling work to local vendors.
This chapter quantifies the current level of circuit board quality and describes the
improvements made to the vendors' remanufacturing processes.
Chapter 5 Photofinisher Handling of the Mini Flash Camera
This chapter examines the effect that photofinishers have on the quality of the
recovered circuit boards. The chapter recommends a modification to Kodak's
photofinisher recycling policy to improve circuit board quality and reduce repair costs.
Chapter 6 Conclusions and Recommendations
Chapter 6 gives a summary of the thesis and offers recommendations to continue
the improvement of the one-time-use circuit boards.
Please note that all cost and volume numbers in this thesis have been changed to protect
the proprietary nature of the data.
Chapter 2 One-Time-Use Cameras
In this chapter, I provide background information about Kodak's one-time-use
cameras and the one-time-use camera industry. I cover the following topics:
* definition of a one-time-use camera
* the one-time-use camera industry
* Kodak's one-time-use camera product line
* the Mini Flash camera
* the recovery program
2.1 What is a One-Time-Use Camera?
Most people refer to Kodak's one-time-use cameras as disposable cameras. This
is certainly understandable since Kodak's first pre-loaded cameras, the Kodak Fling,
were disposable. The main difference between the two types of cameras is that with a
disposable camera the camera body is thrown out after use. With a one-time-use
camera, however, the camera body is reused to make other one-time-use cameras.
One-time-use cameras come pre-loaded with 35mm film. The consumer buys the
camera and can begin to take pictures immediately. Once the film has been exposed,
the camera, in its entirety, is brought in to be developed. The negatives and prints are
returned to the customer, but the camera body is not. The Eastman Kodak Company
buys the spent camera bodies from the photofinishing labs. Some of the camera parts
are reused as-is in new one-time-use cameras. Other parts are recycled by grinding
them up and adding them to virgin material to make new parts for one-time-use
cameras. On average, 86% by weight of a camera is either reused or recycled.
One-time-use cameras are simple devices, made up of less than forty parts. The
only choice the consumer has is whether to use the flash in the flash models. All the
cameras have a fixed focal distance since none of them have focusing mechanisms.
Since there is no automated advancing mechanism, the consumer must manually
advance the film after each picture. The cameras do not have rewind mechanisms
either. Instead, the user rewinds the film during the picture-taking process. During the
manufacturing process, the film is wound out of its cartridge. As the user takes pictures
and advances the film, the film gets wound back into the cartridge. After the film has
been fully exposed and gets advanced one last time, the film resides completely inside
the cartridge.
2.2 The One-Time-Use Camera Industry
There are three main players in the one-time-use camera industry: Fuji Photo
Film Company, Ltd.; The Eastman Kodak Company; and Konica Corporation. Table 2.1
shows their position in various markets.
Japan USA Worldwide
Fuji #1 #2 #1
Kodak #3 #1 #2
Konica #2 #3 #3
Table 2.1
Market Position in the One-Time-Use Camera Industry
The one-time-use industry has grown at double digit rates over the past few
years. Although the Japanese market is considered to be saturated, the North American
and European markets have been growing quickly. Demand in China is expected to
grow rapidly in the near future. Table 2.2 gives sales volumes for the industry.
Year Units Sold (millions) Growth Rate
1992 84.4
1993 98.7 17%
1994 114.4 16%
1995 136.9 20%
Table 2.2
One-Time-Use Camera Industry Growth
A small but growing segment of the one-time-use camera industry in the US is
the reloaded cameras. Reloaders, as they are referred to, buy camera bodies from
photofinishers and reload them with third party film. Reloaded cameras are sold under
private labels. The overall quality of the reloaded cameras is less than that of the Kodak
cameras. Unlike Kodak, reloaders do not replace any of the camera parts. Kodak
always replaces the lens in case it gets scratched or dirty. Kodak also replaces the other
parts, that through being handled in the recovery process, might allow light to leak into
the camera and thus fog the film.
Since the reloaded cameras look very similar to Kodak cameras, customers do
not realize that they are using a reloaded camera. Kodak is concerned about the effect
that the reloaded cameras have on the one-time-use camera industry. A bad experience
with a reloaded camera could permanently turn a customer away from buying a one-
time-use camera again.
2.3 Kodak's One-Time-Use Camera Product Line
Kodak currently has two one-time-use camera lines, referred to as the Pocket line
and the Mini line. The Pocket line was introduced in 1995 and consists of two models, a
daylight model and a flash model. The Mini line has been on the market since 1993 and
consists of five models: daylight, flash, panoramic, interspersed panoramic, and
weekend. Kodak entered the pre-loaded camera business in October 1987, with the
introduction of the first Kodak Fling model, a disposable camera with 110 film.
The main differences between the Pocket and the Mini models are in ergonomics
and flash features. Ergonomically, the Pocket cameras are more user friendly than the
Mini cameras. The Pocket cameras have rounded corners as opposed to the Minis'
square edges. The label for the Mini camera is a cardboard box which covers most of
the camera's exterior. The Pocket camera's label is made out of polystyrene and leaves
a large portion of the camera body exposed, giving the camera a higher quality feel.
Second, the flash system of the Pocket Flash is superior to that of the Mini Flash. The
Pocket Flash has a feature of automatically recharging the flash system after a picture
has been taken. The charge is held for about 30 minutes. After that time, the user needs
to recharge the flash. The Mini Flash camera always needs to be recharged after each
picture is taken. Additionally, the light output of the Pocket Flash system is
approximately 25% more than that of Mini Flash, resulting in less graininess in low
light conditions. Table 2.3 lists the product features for the camera models.
Product Product Features
Pocket Daylight * No flash system - intended only for outdoor use
Pocket Flash * Contains a flash system - can be used both
indoors and outdoors
* Flash system automatically recharges after a
picture has been taken
* Flash system has 25% more light output than
the flash system of the Mini Flash
Mini Daylight * No flash system - intended only for outdoor use
Mini Flash * Contains a flash system - can be used both
indoors and outdoors
* Flash system does not automatically recharge -
user needs to charge up flash for each picture
Panoramic * Takes panoramic prints, measuring
3.5" x 10"
* No flash system
Interspersed Panoramic * Ability to take regular 35mm and panoramic
pictures - user chooses by flipping a switch on
the camera
* Contains a flash system, but intended for
outdoor use only
* Currently only being sold in Japan
Weekend * The waterproof camera
* A Mini Daylight encased in a clear watertight
housing for use in harsh environments - water,
snow, sand, etc.
* No flash system
Table 2.3
Product Features of the Kodak One-Time-Use Cameras
2.4 The Mini Flash Camera
The Mini Flash camera, as shown in Figure 2.1, is Kodak's best-selling one-time-
use camera. The Mini camera line is based on the previous camera line, referred to as
the Fat body style. As its name implies, the Mini cameras are smaller than the Fat
cameras. The first generation flash camera, Fat Flash, was introduced in November
1990. The Mini Flash cameras use the same circuit boards as the Fat Flash cameras;
thus, there was no disruption to the circuit board recovery process from the
introduction of the Mini Flash.
In the beginning of 1995, as Kodak was introducing its new Pocket line, Kodak
lowered the price on the Mini Flash cameras to divert some of the expected demand for
the Pocket Flash cameras to the Mini Flash cameras. The increased demand for the Mini
Flash camera was much greater than anticipated and, as a result, several more Mini
Flash production lines were added. Discount department stores, such as Walmart,
typically sell the Mini Flash camera for $9.99.
2.5 The Recovery Program
Kodak began a recovery program for its one-time-use cameras in February 1990.
The implementation of the program required two things to be done. First, a new line of
cameras, which could be recovered, needed to be designed. Prior to 1990, the
disposable cameras were ultrasonically welded shut, causing the camera body to be
damaged when the cover of the camera was removed. These recoverable cameras, the
"Fat" cameras, were designed with snap enclosures, leaving the camera body intact
. : : . . ;i;: :."
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Figure 2.1
Picture of a Mini Flash Camera
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when the covers were taken off. Second, the photofinishers had to be willing to return
the camera bodies. Kodak pays the photofinishers approximately $0.10 for each Kodak
camera body recovered.
The following is a brief overview of Kodak's one-time-use recovery program.
October 1987 Kodak introduces its first one-time-use camera, the
disposable Kodak Fling, loaded with 110 color-negative film.
January 1988 The Kodak Fling is loaded with 35mm film, discontinuing
the model with 110 film.
April 1989 The Weekend model is introduced.
October 1989 The Stretch model, which takes panoramic prints, is
introduced.
February 1990 The recycling program is implemented.
November 1990 The first flash model, the Fat Flash, is introduced.
January 1991 Kodak recycles its one-millionth one-time-use camera.
November 1992 Kodak recycles its ten-millionth one-time-use camera.
May 1993 Kodak introduces the Mini line of cameras.
April 1994 Kodak recycles its 25-millionth one-time-use camera.
February 1995 Kodak introduces the Pocket models.
July 1995 Kodak recycles its 50-millionth one-time-use camera.
As the number of one-time-use cameras sold has increased rapidly in the recent
years, so has the number of recovered cameras. In 1995 alone, it is estimated that over
25 million one-time-use cameras will be recovered, diverting over 3.5 million pounds
from the waste stream. Roughly half of the cameras manufactured are recovered. With
the large number of cameras recovered, the program has been successful financially,
returning a net savings of several million dollars to the one-time-use camera
department in 1995 alone.
Over 90% of that savings has been contributed by Mini Flash through the reuse
of the circuit boards. The circuit board is the most expensive component in the camera
and can be reused up to ten times. Every time a circuit board is reused, the department
saves $3.25. A new circuit board costs $4.00 and the total cost of recovering a Mini
Flash camera is $0.75, resulting in a net savings of $3.25 each time a board is reused.
With the large volumes of Mini Flash cameras being manufactured, the savings quickly
accumulate to millions of dollars annually. Currently, the recovery volumes of the
Pocket Flash model are not large enough to contribute a significant amount to the
savings. Since the Mini Flash circuit boards are the key contributor to the recycling
savings, this thesis focused on improving the recovery process of the Mini Flash circuit
boards.
Chapter 3 The Mini Flash Circuit Board Recovery Process
This chapter will describe the recovery process for the Mini Flash circuit boards.
In order for the recovery process to be understood, the major parts of the Mini Flash
camera and the circuit board are first described. After the recovery process has been
mapped out, an explanation of the camera remanufacturing process is given.
3.1 Mini Flash Parts Description
An exploded view of the Mini Flash camera is shown in Figure 3.1. Below is a
list of the major parts of a Mini Flash camera which are in the figure.
* Top cover - clear plastic part which provides the viewfinder lens, the magnifying
lens for the counter wheel, and the shutter-release button.
* Counter wheel - indicates the number of exposures remaining in the camera.
* Thumbwheel - used to advance the film into the cartridge after a picture has been
taken.
* Frame - the inner polystyrene chassis of the camera. Almost all of the other parts of
the camera secure on to it.
* Rear baffle - gives the image a rectangular border on the negative.
Other parts of the camera not shown in the diagram:
* Cardboard box - the label for the camera, fitting around the body of the camera.
* Front & rear covers - the outer polystyrene skins of the camera. They cover most of
the exterior of the camera body.
Top Cover
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Thumbwheel
Metering Level
High Enerq
Fram
Cam
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* Film door - provides access to the film cartridge without having to remove the front
or rear covers.
* Circuit board - generates the flash. When looking at the front of a camera, the board
is located on the right hand side. It is described in more detail in Section 3.2.
* AA battery - provides the energy required to charge up the circuit board to produce
a flash. Only the flash models have a battery.
* Lens - clear plastic which focuses the image onto the film. The lens is a 35mm f/11
lens.
* Front baffle - holds the lens in place.
* Film -35mm 400 speed film is used. New models to be introduced in 1996 will have
800 speed film. 12, 15, 27, and 39 exposure films are available.
* Spool - the film is wound out of the film cartridge and onto the spool during
assembly. As the film is used, it gets wound back into the cartridge.
3.2 The Mini Flash Circuit Board
The circuit board is the most expensive component in the Mini Flash camera,
costing approximately $4.00. It contains the flash tube, the coverglass which protects
the flash tube, and the electrical and electronic devices which allow a flash to be
produced when the shutter button is pressed. The circuit board in the Mini Flash and
Interspersed Panoramic are the same circuit board, and therefore, can be interchanged.
The Pocket Flash camera uses a totally different circuit board and it cannot be
interchanged with a circuit board from either the Mini Flash or the Interspersed
Panoramic cameras. A drawing of the Mini Flash circuit board is given in Figure 3.2.
The circuit board has two distinct functions: first, it charges up the flash
capacitor and second, it produces a flash. The charging of the flash capacitor occurs
when the user slides over the charge button, located on the front of the camera. The
flash capacitor is fully charged, on average, in less than eight seconds and can hold the
full charge for at least twenty minutes. The flash capacitor is rated at 160F and 330V.
When the flash capacitor exceeds 270V, the ready light is lit, indicating to the user that
the camera is ready to take a flash photograph. The flash system is fully charged at
330V.
The second function of the circuit board is to produce a flash. When the shutter
button is pressed, the shutter blade is released from its closed position, pivoting
downward. This does two things. First, the light of the image enters the camera,
allowing the film to be exposed. Second, the shutter blade closes two metal contacts on
the circuit board, completing an electrical path. The two metal contacts are called the
synchronization (sync.) contacts. Since they are attached to the circuit board with wires,
the contacts and the wires are referred to collectively as the sync. wires. In their normal
position, the contacts do not touch each other. However, when the shutter blade is
released from its closed position and pivots downward, it pushes on the top sync.
contact and the two touch. The voltage across the flash capacitor is seen across the flash
tube, causing the flash tube to fire. Since the flash capacitor is discharged after the
firing of the flash, the user needs to charge up the flash capacitor before each flash
picture is taken.
0 0
Mini Flash Circuit Board
Figure 3.2
The circuit board can go through the recovery process up to ten times. After ten
uses, the reliability of the circuit board drops below an acceptable level. There is a grid
on the circuit board, containing ten boxes. Every time the circuit board is reused, one
box in the grid gets marked off. Once the boxes are completely filled, the board is no
longer used. In practice, it is extremely rare to find a circuit board that has been reused
more than six times. The board is much more likely to be removed from the recovery
stream due to defects than from full usage. During the recovery process, the board is
inspected visually and functionally. Typical visual failures include: boards that are
broken and components with broken leads. Functionally, there are two main failure
modes for the flash system: a ready light failure or a flash failure. In comparison to the
circuit board, the frame of a one-time-use camera can be reused up to six times before
its reliability falls below an acceptable threshold.
3.3 Recovery Process Flow Map
Figure 3.3 gives an overall view of the recovery process for the Mini Flash circuit
boards. The recovery process for the Mini Flash cameras focuses on the circuit board
since it is the most valuable part of the camera. The different participants in the
recovery process are described below.
Consumers
Consumers purchase and use the cameras. When the film has been fully
exposed, they bring the cameras to the photofinishers, beginning the recovery process.
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Photofinishers
The photofinishers remove the film cartridge to start the film development
process. To reduce shipping costs, Kodak requires the photofinishers to remove the
batteries from the flash models before they return the cameras. Most of the cameras are
returned in large boxes, called gaylords, which hold an average of 2,500 cameras. The
photofinishers ship to Kodak all their one-time-use cameras, including cameras from
other manufacturers. Kodak has agreements with both Fuji and Konica to mutually
exchange the one-time-use cameras manufactured by the other company for Kodak
cameras. Kodak has set up agreements with many, but not all, of the photofinishers in
the US. Therefore, Kodak receives many, but not all, of the one-time-use cameras that
are distributed in the US.
Sort at Vendor 1
Vendor 1 sorts the recovered cameras. The cameras in the gaylord are unloaded
into a hopper which releases cameras onto a conveyor belt. As the cameras go down
the conveyor belt, operators on the line picks out the Kodak camera model(s) which
they are responsible for. The operators fill up boxes with a particular camera model,
then the boxes are palletized and sent to other vendors to begin the remanufacturing
process. The Fuji and the Konica cameras are not sorted out by model, but are grouped
according to manufacturer, palletized, and then sent to the respective manufacturer.
A growing percentage of the cameras are third party or reloaded cameras, and
do not have the original manufacturer's (i.e. Kodak) label. For example, as a promotion,
a company might ask Kodak to put a specially designed label on the camera instead of
the usual Kodak label. The operators at Vendor 1 can recognize the third party or
reloaded camera's original manufacturer by its body style and correctly sort it out.
There are four sources of circuit boards:
* Fat Flash
Fat Flash is the first generation recyclable one-time-use camera. Mini Flash is the
second generation camera, slimmer in dimensions than Fat Flash. Fat and Mini
Flash use the same circuit board. Since this model has been discontinued, the
camera body is torn down and returned to Kodak for regrind. The circuit board is
inspected and, if it is good, is shipped to Vendor 4 to have the sync. wires soldered.
The soldering of the sync. wires is explained in Section 3.4.
* Mini Flash
The Mini Flash cameras are the largest source of reused circuit boards. The Mini
Flash cameras are sent directly to either Vendors 2 or 3, according to a production
schedule determined by Kodak. Vendor 1 does not visually inspect the Mini Flash
cameras before sending them to Vendors 2 & 3.
* Interspersed Panoramic
This Japanese-only model uses the same circuit board as Mini Flash. These cameras
are sent only to Vendor 3, since its volumes only require one remanufacturer.
Vendor 1 does not visually inspect the cameras before shipping the cameras to
Vendor 3.
* Unattached Boards
Approximately 0.3% of the circuit boards become separated from their frames at
some point before the cameras reach the conveyor belt. The circuit boards are
inspected by Vendor 1 and, if they pass, are sent to Vendor 4 for sync. wire
replacement.
Rebuild at Vendors 2 & 3
Vendors 2 and 3 have similar remanufacturing processes for the Mini Flash
camera. In addition, the remanufacture of the Interspersed Panoramic camera at
Vendor 3 is nearly identical to that of the Mini Flash. Both vendors inspect the camera
body and the circuit board. The inspection of the camera body is to verify that there has
been no damage to the frame which would allow light to leak in and fog the film. The
circuit board is inspected to make sure that the board is not cracked, the device leads
are not broken, and that the coverglass protecting the flash tube is not scratched or
otherwise defective. Most of the visual defects are found at the remanufacturing
vendors, with a small percentage found at Kodak during final test.
If both the circuit board and frame have passed the visual inspection, then the
vendors replace the top cover, put a new battery in the frame, and mark off the circuit
board. The camera subassembly is then shipped to Kodak for final assembly and test.
This camera is referred to as a Recycled (R) camera since the frame and circuit board are
both reused. The circuit board remains with the same frame that it has been with prior
to being recovered and the circuit board is not separated from the frame at any point in
the recovery process.
If the camera body does not pass inspection, but the circuit board does, then the
circuit board is removed from the camera frame and sent to Vendor 4 to have the sync.
wires soldered. The camera body is torn down and sent to Kodak to be ground up and
used to make new parts for one-time-use cameras.
If the camera body passes inspection but the circuit board does not, then the
circuit board is considered scrap and the camera body is torn down and sent to Kodak.
The reason a new circuit board is not put into the camera body is because the recycling
savings is all in the circuit boards. Reusing the camera body does not add any
significant value to the recovery program. Second, the logistics of the recovery process
become more complex. New circuit boards would have to be shipped to the vendors,
the inventory would have to be managed, and new part numbers created. The small
amount of savings this would create does not warrant remanufacturing a camera with a
reused frame and a new circuit board.
Sync. Wire Repair at Vendor 4
Vendor 4 inspects the circuit boards, desolders the current sync. wires, and
solders on new ones. The circuit boards are put into new frames and the camera
subassembly is shipped to Kodak for final assembly and test. This type of camera is
referred to as a Recycled-board (R/B) since only the board is being reused and the
remaining parts are all new.
Final Assembly at Kodak
Once at Kodak, the remaining components are added to the Mini Flash camera.
This includes: film, lens, film door, front cover, rear cover, spool, label, and packaging.
Kodak always replaces these parts to ensure the quality of the images. A scratched lens
would ruin the entire roll of film. The film door and front and rear covers are replaced
to protect the film against light leak.
Next, the film is wound out of the cartridge and the camera is given a functional
test before it is labeled and packaged. The test exercises all the functions of the camera
by: advancing the film, charging the circuit board, and pressing the shutter-release
button. It is here that the functional failures of the flash system are found. As
mentioned earlier, there are two failure modes for the flash system: no ready light and
no flash. All camera failures are given to the repair operators for rework.
3.4 Recovery Process Yield Rate
Figure 3.4 gives the percentages of the circuit boards going through the various
flows of the recovery process. The overall yield rate is 97.6%, meaning that, on average,
97.6 out of every 100 recovered circuit boards are reused into new cameras.
Fat Flash
Fat Flash represents 2% of the recovered circuit boards. Vendor 1 visually
inspects the circuit boards and the 85% of them that pass the inspection are shipped to
Vendor 4 for sync. wire soldering. The remaining 15% of the circuit boards are
scrapped.
Mini Flash
The Mini Flash cameras contribute 88% of the total recovered circuit boards. At
the time of my internship, Vendor 2 received 40% of the recovered Mini Flash cameras
and Vendor 3 got 60%. At Vendor 2, 65% of the recovered cameras passed the visual
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inspection and are rebuilt into Recycled cameras. The other 35% of the camera bodies
are torn down and reground. The circuit boards are removed from the torn down
camera bodies and inspected. Of those circuit boards, 99.7% of them passed the visual
inspection and are sent to Vendor 4 to have the sync. wires soldered. The remaining
circuit boards are scrapped.
Vendor 3 rebuilt 80% of the camera bodies into Recycled cameras. Of the 20% of
the camera bodies which are torn down, 97% of those circuit boards passed inspection
and are shipped to Vendor 4. The circuit boards which did not pass inspection are
considered scrap.
Interspersed Panoramic
These cameras account for 10% of the recovered circuit boards. 86% of the
camera bodies are rebuilt into Recycled cameras. The remaining 14% of the cameras
bodies were torn down and reground. 88% of the circuit boards from the torn down
camera bodies pass the visual inspection and are sent to Vendor 4 for sync. wire
soldering.
Unattached Boards
With only 0.3% of all the recovered boards being unattached, this is a small
percentage of the total quantity of Mini Flash boards. 95% of the unattached boards
pass the visual inspection and are shipped to Vendor 4 for sync. wire soldering. The
other 5% are scrapped.
Vendor 4
Of the separate circuit boards received, 97% pass inspection and have the sync.
wires soldered. The other 3% of the circuit boards are scrapped.
Final Assembly at Kodak
For all the cameras sent to Kodak for final assembly and test, the yield at this
step is on average 99%.
Table 3.1 gives the output for 1,000 circuit boards entering the recovery process.
Number of Boards Entering Recycled Recycled-board
the Recovery Process Cameras Cameras Scrap Boards
1,000 244.5 727.7 27.8
24.4% 72.8% 2.8%
Recovery
Table 3.1
Process Flow Yield Rates
3.5 Camera Remanufacturing
There are three ways to make a new Mini Flash camera:
* Virgin cameras - made from all new parts.
* Recycled (R) - have a reused circuit board and frame.
* Recycled-board (R/B) - have only a reused circuit board, all the other parts are new.
Since this thesis focuses on the recovery process of the circuit boards, the manufacturing
of the Virgin cameras are not considered here. The Recycled and Recycled-board
cameras are remanufactured differently, as explained below.
3.5.1 Remanufacturing a Recycled Camera
This section describes the remanufacture of a Recycled camera at Vendors 2 and
3. The procedure applies to both the Mini Flash and Interspersed Panoramic cameras,
since their remanufacturing is nearly identical. The Interspersed Panoramic cameras
get an additional check for the switch that selects between panoramic and regular
35mm pictures.
The remanufacturing begins with the camera body, as it was shipped from the
photofinisher. The sorting at Vendor 1 does not alter anything in the camera. All the
cameras have had the film cartridge removed at the photofinisher. Usually, the battery,
cardboard label, and film door have been removed as well. The remanufacturing
procedure is as follows:
* Remove the cardboard, battery, and film door (if not already done by the
photofinisher).
* Remove the rear cover and spool.
* Inspect the light groove and rear baffle.
* Remove the front cover and lens.
* Inspect the shutter mechanism.
* Inspect the circuit board for cracks and for broken or defective components.
* Mark the circuit board.
* Reset the counter and replace the top cover.
* Insert a new battery.
At this stage, the camera subassembly is ready to be shipped to Kodak for final
assembly. The camera subassembly is referred to internally as a "Symbol 2."
3.5.2 Remanufacturing a Recycled-board Camera
A Recycled-board Mini Flash camera contains only one reused part - the circuit
board. The circuit board was either removed from its frame because the frame did not
pass the visual inspection or because the circuit board was separated from the frame
before it reached the sorting operation at Vendor 1. Without protection of the frame,
the possibility of the sync. wires being damaged is much greater than if the circuit
board had remained in the frame. Since the condition of the sync. wires is critical to the
functioning of the flash system, the sync. wires of all unattached circuit boards are
replaced before the circuit board is put back into a new frame.
The soldering of the sync. wires is only done at Vendor 4. The procedure for
getting an unattached circuit board ready for assembly into a camera involves the
following steps:
* Inspect the circuit board for cracks, broken components, and defective coverglass.
* Unsolder the existing sync. wires.
* Solder on new sync. wires.
* Mark the circuit board.
Except for the marks in the grid boxes, a reused & soldered circuit board is
indistinguishable from a virgin circuit board. At this point, the build of a Recycled-
board camera into Symbol 2 subassembly is identical to that of a Virgin camera. In very
broad terms, the assembly of a Recycled-board (or Virgin) camera into a Symbol 2
involves:
* Build the shutter mechanism onto the frame using the high energy lever, high
energy spring, shutter spring, shutter blade, drive sprocket, metering lever, and
cam.
* Add rear baffle.
* Add top cover.
* Add and set the counter. At this point, the camera subassembly is referred to as a
Symbol 1.
* Add circuit board and battery.
Now the symbol 2 subassembly is ready to be sent to Kodak for final assembly.
3.5.3 Kodak Final Assembly & Test
There are several production lines for the Mini Flash camera, with differing
amounts of automation. In all cases, the testing of the camera is done manually and the
labeling and packaging is done with equipment.
Beginning with a Symbol 2 subassembly, the following are the steps done at
Kodak:
* Put in film and spool.
* Add rear cover.
* Add front baffle.
* Begin charging of the flash system (for the testing done downstream).
* Add lens.
* Add front cover.
* Wind film out of cartridge and continue charging of the flash system.
* Melt spool and continue charging of the flash system.
* Test camera.
* Add label.
* Package camera.
* Pack cameras in cartons and palletize.
Chapter 4 will describe the improvements made to the recovery process.
Chapter 4 Improving the Vendor Processes
This chapter discusses the measuring of the quality of the reused circuit boards
received from the remanufacturing vendors and the improvements made to the
vendors' remanufacturing processes. The chapter begins by describing a proposal for
restructuring the recovery process.
4.1 Restructuring the Recovery Process
Chapter 3 described the recovery process of the Mini Flash cameras. The flow
diagram in Figure 3.3 was the current state of the recovery process during the latter half
of my internship. When I had first mapped out the recovery process, Vendor 2, in
addition to Vendor 4, were soldering on the sync. wires. A flow diagram of the earlier
recovery process is given in Figure 4.1.
In order to improve the quality and throughput of these cameras, I proposed a
simplified recovery process, as shown in Figure 4.2. The cameras would still be sorted
at Vendor 1, and the Mini Flash cameras would still be sent to Vendors 2 and 3.
However, each vendor would have the skill to solder the sync. wires in-house. In other
words, Vendors 2 and 3 would have the capability to make Recycled-board cameras
and Vendor 4 would be eliminated from the recovery process.
The benefits of the proposed flow would be:
* Cycle time reduction
With one less vendor in the recovery process, the average cycle time for all the
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cameras in the recovery process would decrease.
* Improvement in circuit board quality
With Vendor 3 having the capability of soldering the boards in-house, the boards
needing to be soldered would not need to be packaged and sent to Vendor 4, cutting
down on the amount of handling the boards experience. Second, by having only
one vendor responsible for a camera subassembly, finding the root cause of quality
problems is simplified.
The proposed flow was not adopted because of the difficulties in implementing
it. Vendor 3 could not instantaneously become skilled at soldering circuit boards. Nor
was there any guarantee that Vendor 3 could match the quality and price of Vendor 4.
Vendor 4 used its soldering operation as an opportunity for career growth for its
employees. Workers which had done well in its camera assembly operation could get
promoted to the soldering operation and get a raise in pay. Finally, there was the
question of what Vendor 4 would do with its soldering operation employees. Although
Kodak could give Vendor 4 more work from the other camera lines, it is not clear
whether all of Vendor 4's employees would be needed.
By the end of my internship, the recovery flow had changed on its own accord.
Vendor 2's soldering work had decreased to such a level that it was no longer cost
effective to keep the soldering operation. Instead, Vendor 4 performed all of the
soldering operations for the Mini Flash cameras.
4.2 Remanufacturing Vendors' Circuit Board Quality
This section describes the measuring of the quality of the reused circuit boards
for each vendor. This investigation had not been done before, and it would offer a
chance to do some benchmarking between the vendors. If one of the vendors had a
significantly lower defect rate than another, then that vendor's practices could be
analyzed and possibly shared with the other vendors. As a side note, the competition
between the vendors was low, due to the constantly increasing volumes of cameras
being manufactured.
The Mini Flash cameras were tested at Kodak prior to the packaging of the
camera in its cardboard box. All cameras which did not pass the test were given to the
repair operators, who were able to fix most of the cameras' failures. The flash system
had two types of failures:
* No ready light
The ready light goes on when the flash capacitor reaches 270V. Failure for the ready
light to do so indicates problems with the charging or the ready light circuitry.
* No flash
The lack of a flash could mean either a problem with the circuit board or a problem
with the shutter mechanism. For example, it would be an electrical problem if the
flash tube was defective, and a mechanical problem if the shutter blade was not
closing the sync. wires correctly.
Ready light failures occur approximately 25% more than flash failures.
The repair operators collect all the data for the flash system failures. They use a
Repair Analysis Sheet to keep track of the type of failure and its root cause. A copy of
the original sheet is given in the Appendix. The data they collect are categorized by the
original board manufacturer and whether it is a new or reused board. Two vendors
manufacture all the new circuit boards for Kodak's one-time-use cameras.
The Repair Analysis Sheet was revised for two reasons. First, the data for the
original board manufacturer's defect rate for its reused boards was not needed. The
original manufacturers are only held accountable for the defect rate of their new circuit
boards, not for their reused boards. Second, the purpose of the data collection was to
see if any of the remanufacturing vendors had a lower reused board defect rate and this
information needed to be captured on the Repair Analysis Sheet. As a result, the sheet
was modified to be able to distinguish between the remanufacturing vendors for the
reused boards and between the original board manufacturers for the new boards. A
copy of the revised Repair Analysis Sheet is in the Appendix.
The remanufacturing vendors were given a unique color to use for marking off
the box on the grid of the circuit board, allowing the repair operators to more easily
identify the remanufacturing vendor. The colors were assigned as follows: Vendor 2:
green, Vendor 3: blue, and Vendor 4: brown. Previously, all vendors had used black
markers. Assigning a color to each vendor had another advantage as well. The number
of boxes marked on the circuit board are now a more accurate indicator of the number
of times the board had been reused. Since the marking of the box is not critical to the
functioning of the circuit board, it was an easy step to forget. If the board had already
been marked from a previous reuse, there was no way for Kodak to verify that the
vendors were marking the board for subsequent reuses. Unless the board goes to the
same remanufacturing vendor twice in a row, Kodak can now tell whether the vendors
are marking the boxes.
The repair data for the new and reused boards were collected for 12 weeks, with
the results given in Table 4.1.
Vendor (type of camera) Board defect rate (PPM)
Vendor 2 (Recycled) 7,071
Vendor 3 (Recycled) 6,963
Vendor 4 (Recycled-board) 12,600
Other vendors (Virgin) 5,330
Table 4.1
Vendor Defect Data for Mini Flash Circuit Boards
The weighted defect rate average for all reused Mini Flash circuit boards is 7,819
PPM, a 47% increase in the defect rate over the virgin circuit boards. The board defect
rates for Vendor 2 and Vendor 3 are very close to one another, with a 1.6% difference
between the two. Vendor 4's board defect rate for its Recycled-board cameras are much
higher than those of the Recycled cameras. The one significant difference between the
Recycled and the Recycled-board cameras is that the reused circuit board has been
separated or removed from its previous frame and put into a new frame. A quality
group has been formed and is addressing quality issues with the Recycled-board
remanufacturing vendor.
The defect rate of 7,819 PPM gives a measure of the quality of the upstream
operations and incoming materials. A portion of the defective circuit boards are
successfully repaired and assembled into cameras that pass inspection and are shipped.
Kodak does not collect data on the repair rate for circuit boards.
Please note that the numbers used in the following sections have been disguised.
4.3 Component Reclamation
One of the improvements implemented was to have the vendors return the scrap
circuit boards to Kodak, that is the boards that had failed the visual inspection at one of
the remanufacturing vendors. All of the four remanufacturing vendors collected scrap
circuit boards during the recovery process. Kodak would then collect, palletize, and
ship the circuit boards to one of the board manufacturers where they would reuse the
components in new circuit boards. The first component to be reclaimed is the flash
capacitor, which is the most expensive component on the circuit board.
This process was being done with Vendors 1 and 3, but not with Vendors 2 and
4. Now all three vendors return their bad boards to Kodak. Initial results have shown
that of the 10,000 circuit boards sent back to the manufacturer, 98% of the flash
capacitors could be reused A new flash capacitor costs $0.85. The cost of shipping back
a board and removing the flash capacitor costs $0.10 per board. It is estimated that
14,000 boards will be sent back annually.
$0.75
The annual costs savings are: 14,000 boards x board x .98 yield
$10,290
The program can be expanded to include other components as well, such as the
flash tube or the power transformer.
4.4 Broken Board Acceptance
Referring to Figure 3.4, one can see that Vendors 2 and 3 have different camera
yield rates (65% vs. 80%) and circuit board yield rates (99.7% vs. 97%). Since this thesis
focuses on the circuit boards, the differences in the circuit board yield rates were
investigated, but not the camera yield rates. Vendor 3 finds ten times the number of
defective boards than does Vendor 2 (3% vs. 0.3%).
An experiment was setup with Vendor 4 to examine this difference in defect
rates. Five hundred boards that were shipped to Vendor 4 from both Vendors 2 and 3
were analyzed before Vendor 4 inspected and soldered the sync. wires. The experiment
concluded that Vendor 3 catches most of its defects in-house, while Vendor 4 finds most
of Vendor 2's defective boards. At the same time, Vendor 3 was throwing away boards
that should have passed inspection. Boards which are broken are supposed to fail
inspection, except if the crack is above the coverglass. An experiment run with Vendor
3 found that 40% of its scrap boards were cracked only above the coverglass and were
otherwise good.
It is Kodak's policy that cracked boards are not to pass visual inspection, with
the exception of a crack above the coverglass. There are no signals being routed
through this area of the board, and therefore, a crack in this area does not adversely
affect the board's operation.
Vendor 3 scrapped 6,000 boards over a two week test period. This sample
included circuit boards from the Interspersed Panoramic model. Using the 40%
usability rate, it is estimated that 62,400 boards could be saved in a year. The savings
per board would be the cost of a new board ($4.00) minus the savings of reclaiming the
flash capacitor ($0.75) which equals $3.25.
$3.25The annual cost savings are: 62,400 boards x board
$202,800
To implement this change, a new set of remanufacturing procedures were
written and distributed to all vendors which handled the reused Mini Flash circuit
boards. The new procedures were communicated to the workers on Kodak's Mini Flash
assembly lines to ensure that all the workers were accepting or rejecting circuit boards
under uniform standards.
In order to prevent a fracture from beginning in this area in new boards, the
shape of the circuit board itself has been modified. Since most cracks originate around
the square edges of the cutout for the coverglass, the square edges were rounded, to
reducing the stress concentration factor at this location. A second corner was rounded
to prevent breaks from occurring at another location. The rounded circuit board is
shown in Figure 4.3.
4.5 Coverglass Replacement
The scrap circuit boards from Vendor 4 were examined and it was found that
over 80% of its scrap boards were rejected for a scratch in the coverglass. Since this is
the only part of the circuit board which is visible to the customer, it is unacceptable to
have any type of marks on the coverglass. Instead of scrapping these boards, the
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coverglass could be ordered from the board manufacturer and replaced by Vendor 4.
The cost of a new coverglass is $0.12. It is estimated that the coverglass can be
exchanged in half a minute, giving a labor cost of $0.21 per replaced part.
Vendor 4 produces 1.0 million Recycled-board Mini Flash cameras per year, with
a circuit board defect rate of 3%. Of those 54,000 scrapped boards, 80% or 24,000 could
be saved by replacing the coverglass. The savings per board would be the cost of a new
board ($4.00) minus the savings of reclaiming the flash capacitor ($0.75) minus the cost
of the parts and labor ($0.33) which equals $2.92.
$2.92
The annual cost savings are: 24,000 boards x board
$70,080
4.6 Summary
Table 4.2 gives a summary of the potential cost savings from the improvements
made in the recovery process at the vendors. The savings from the component
reclamation activity has already been realized.
Activity Savings per Board Total Annual Savings
Component reclamation $0.75 $10,290
Broken board acceptance $3.25 $202,800
Coverglass replacement $2.92 $70,080
Table 4.2
Summary of the Vendor Improvements
The improvements described in this chapter should be viewed as an initial step
towards reducing the defects and/or cost of the vendor processes. One process that
needs to be understood is why the Recycled-board cameras have a much higher defect
rate than the Recycled cameras. Is this the result of removing the circuit board from one
camera frame and putting it onto another?
Recently, Kodak formed a quality group with Vendor 4 to begin addressing
some of the quality issues. Since the remanufacturing vendors play a key role in the
recovery process, it is important to have them working with Kodak to solve the quality
problems.
Chapter 5 Photofinisher Handling of the Mini Flash Camera
This chapter describes the experiment that I, with the help of other Kodak
employees, performed to quantify the effect of the photofinisher handling on the Mini
Flash circuit boards. The results showed that by having the photofinisher leave in the
battery, Kodak can reduce their overall circuit board defects by 27% and save $112,000
annually. The chapter discusses the setup of the photofinisher test, the photofinisher
visit, and the test results. A cost/benefit analysis of leaving in the battery is performed,
along with an analysis of the reduction of circuit board defects. A best and worse case
scenario for the cost/benefit analysis is presented, to give a range of possible outcomes
if the battery were to be left in the returned cameras.
5.1 Introduction
During the recovery process, Kodak's one-time-use cameras are out of Kodak's
or its vendors' control at two points in time, when the customer has the camera and
when the photofinisher has the camera. Rough handling of the cameras by either the
customer or the photofinisher might contribute to circuit board damage. This chapter
focuses on quantifying how photofinisher handling affects the quality of the Mini Flash
circuit boards.
Photofinisher handling encompasses the time from when the customer brings in
a one-time-use camera to be processed until the spent camera body is received by the
vendor that does the sorting. There are three categories of photofinishers: mini-labs,
wholesale labs, and retailer labs. A mini-lab does the film-processing on-site. A one
hour photo processor is a mini-lab. As its name implies, mini-labs tend to be small. A
wholesale lab receives film from retailers such as supermarkets, pharmacies, and
discount department stores. These labs are large, since they serve a large geographic
area. A retailer lab is owned by a retailer and processes the film for that retailer. They
may be centrally located, serving many of their retail stores.
The large wholesale labs process thousands of rolls of film nightly. The customer
drops off the film or one-time-use camera at a store during the day and the film or
camera is delivered to the wholesale lab beginning in the late afternoon. Throughout
the night the film is processed and the prints are delivered in the early morning hours.
Film processed from one-time-use cameras varies from 5 - 14% of the total
amount of 35mm film processed. This percentage has been steadily increasing over the
years as the popularity of one-time-use cameras increases. At the photofinisher, there
are two additional activities done to a one-time-use camera beyond the processing of
the 35mm film. First, the film and battery are removed. Secondly, the spent camera
body is put in a shipping container to be shipped to the sorting vendor. Approximately
92% of the cameras received by the sorting vendor are shipped in large boxes, called
gaylords, which hold an average of 2,500 cameras. For the larger wholesale labs, a
gaylord gets filled with cameras within three days.
Photofinishers view the one-time-use cameras as a hindrance to their processing
operations. Removing film from a camera requires extra time and labor. Although
photofinishers are paid $0.10 for each camera body they ship back to the sorting
vendor, they would rather focus their efforts on processing the film, not on removing
film from a one-time-use camera.
5.2 Photofinisher Test
Within the scope of photofinishing handling, circuit board quality can be affected
by several factors:
* Film Removal
The camera was specifically designed to have the film removed by having the
operator open the film door with his/her thumb. However, not all operators follow
this procedure. For example, an operator may hit the camera against the table to
extract the film more quickly than the prescribed process.
* Battery Removal
The Kodak procedure for returning spent camera bodies requires that the
photofinishers remove the battery before shipping. Typically, the photofinisher
removes the battery by hitting the camera against the table repeatedly, until the
battery falls out.
* Dropping Distance
Once the film and battery has been removed, the camera body is either tossed into a
gaylord or is tossed into a garbage can, which is emptied into a gaylord when full.
The cameras usually fall about three feet.
* Shipping container
The gaylords might add to the damage of the circuit boards by allowing the cameras
to hit against each other during shipment.
* Handling during transportation
If the camera bodies are mistreated while in transit, the circuit boards can be
damaged. For instance, the front cover of the camera might fall off, leaving the
circuit board exposed. Other cameras hitting against the circuit board could then
break components or the board itself.
We ran an experiment that focused on two of the factors, battery removal and
shipping container. I chose these factors because it is believed that they contribute the
most to board damage.
For the shipping container factor, we compared small boxes versus gaylords.
The small boxes used for the experiment are normally used by the manufacturing
organization to ship Mini Flash cameras to Japan. Each small box holds 4 layers of 21
cameras each, for a total of 84 cameras per box. The cameras are shipped with foam
trays between each layer of cameras. Due to time and resource constraints, it was not
possible to vary all these factors, and I chose to compare gaylords with small boxes with
foam trays. Although the cost of the small boxes with foam trays may be prohibitively
high, we expected it to represent the best-case shipping container. Future experiments
can be run to determine the effect of small boxes without foam trays on circuit board
quality.
For the second factor, we compared having the photofinishers remove the
battery versus not removing the battery.
A 2 x 2 full factorial experiment was run, with 400 Mini Flash cameras to be
tested from each combination as shown in Table 5.1. With a sample size of 1,600
cameras, the confidence limits on the test results would be small, providing statistically
significant results.
Battery removed Battery left in
Small box 400 400
Gaylord 400 400
Table 5.1
2x2 Factorial Experiment
The test consisted of visiting a photofinisher to collect the cameras followed by
testing the circuit boards at Kodak by charging up and firing each board twice. In order
to block on the factors of internal photofinisher handling, all the cameras were gathered
from one photofinisher. Once collected, the cameras were shipped together to block the
transportation handling factor.
5.3 Photofinisher Visit
Each photofinishing lab operates differently. These are my observations of one-
time-use camera handling at one large wholesale lab.
The photofinisher I visited processed 20,000 rolls of 35mm film nightly, 14% of
which came from one-time-use cameras. It took over two nights to collect the 1,600
Mini Flash cameras. During an evening, the number of people opening one-time-use
cameras varied, as they moved to various work areas, depending on the work flow. At
any given time, there were between one and six camera openers. All of them used large
screwdrivers during the opening process.
The general procedure for opening a Mini Flash camera is:
1. Remove the camera from the customer envelope.
2. Use the screwdriver to remove the cardboard from the camera.
3. Wind the film into the magazine. (Most customers do not fully wind the film into
the magazine.)
4. Put the camera upside down on the table and use the screwdriver to remove the film
door.
5. Remove the film magazine and put it back into the customer envelope.
6. Hit the camera against the edge of the table until the battery pops out.
7. Throw the camera into a large plastic garbage can. When the garbage can fills up,
empty it into a gaylord.
There was one exception to step 6. One worker used the screwdriver to remove the
battery and thus did not subject the camera to any pounding.
One of my concerns in conducting the experiment was the influence that my
presence would have on the camera openers. Therefore, I kept my interruptions of their
work to a minimum. The cameras were retrieved from the garbage cans, after they had
been filled. I took care of putting the cameras in either the small boxes or the gaylords.
When I needed the workers to switch between leaving in the battery and removing it, I
would make an announcement to the workers. They would continue to leave in the
battery until told otherwise. When batteries were to be left in, the workers were to
leave them in on all flash models, not just the Mini Flash.
5.4 Photofinisher Test Results
All the cameras were shipped to Kodak to be tested. The circuit boards were not
removed from the camera frame during testing. If the camera body did not have a
battery, one was put in the camera. The circuit board was charged up and fired twice.
A circuit board failed if either the ready light did not come on or if the flash tube did
not fire. The failure of the circuit board in either one of the two tries constituted a
failure.
Table 5.2 gives the results of the flash test for the Mini Flash cameras. The
numbers in the table are:
* the defect rate
* the 95% confidence interval
* the number of cameras tested
Table 5.2
Defect Rates of the Four Groups
Defect Rate
The defect rate is the number of nonfunctioning cameras divided by the number
of cameras tested.
Confidence interval
The confidence interval was calculated using the equation shown below:
confidence interval = +/- z
Tn
Below is the confidence interval calculation done for small box & battery left in.
where = 0.01905
q = 1-p
= 0.98095
z = 1.96
n = 420
Battery removed Battery left in
3.095% 1.905%
Small box 1.439% - 4.751% 0.598% - 3.212%
420 420
3.846% 1.990%
Gaylord 2.233% - 5.459% 0.876% - 3.104%
546 603
(0.01905)(0.98095)
confidence interval = +/- 1.96 0 420
= +/-0.01307
95% confidence range = 0.598% - 3.212%
5.4.1 Test of Significance
As can be seen from the data above, for circuit boards whose batteries had been
left in, the difference in defect rates between those shipped in gaylords and those
shipped in small boxes is extremely small. The difference in defect rate is most
pronounced between boards whose battery was removed vs. those with the battery left
in. This section compares the defect rates of the different groups with respect to each
other and determines whether the difference between them is statistically significant.
To evaluate the difference in defect rates, the following steps are taken:
* setup the null hypothesis
* calculate the z score
* accept or reject the null hypothesis
Setup the null hypothesis
The null hypothesis, Ho, is that there is no statistical difference between the
defect rates. Therefore, Ho : pl = p2 where pi is the defect rate of population 1 and p2 is
the defect rate of population 2. The alternative hypothesis, Ha, states that there is a
statistical difference between the defect rates and is written as Ha : pl # p2.
Calculate the z score
The equation below calculates the z score for comparing two proportions. The z
score is a standardized normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a variance of 1 (under
the assumption of the null hypothesis). The value of the z score is used to determine
whether a sample lies within a given confidence interval.
z = (P1 -P2)/GP1-P2
where P1 = sample 1 proportion (defect rate)
N 1 = sample 1 sample size
P2 = sample 2 proportion
N 2 = sample 2 sample size
P1 - P2 = the sample standard deviation of the difference of the
proportions
1 1
P N (1•+ -N2)
where p = weighted average of Pi and P2
= (N1 P1 + N2P2)/(N1 + N 2)
q = 1-p
Accept or reject the null hypothesis
Once the z score has been determined, its value is compared to the critical values
of a level of significance. For a 95% significance level, the critical values are as follows:
critical values
one-tailed test +/- 1.645
two-tailed test +/- 1.960
If the z score is within the interval of the critical values, then the null hypothesis,
Ho, is accepted. Otherwise, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative
hypothesis, Ha, is accepted. For example, if the z score for a given two-tailed test of
significance was -1.8, then the null hypothesis, Ho, would be accepted and the
alternative hypothesis, Ha, would be rejected. However, if it was a one-tailed test, Ho
would be rejected and Ha would be accepted.
A one-tailed test is used to determine if a proportion is to one side of another
proportion. For instance, to determine whether process A was better than process B, a
one-tailed test would be used. A two-sided test is used for a proportion being on either
side of the other proportion. It would be used to evaluate whether process A was better
or worse than process B.
The level of significance is the amount of certainty we have with the results of a
test. A Type I error occurs when a hypothesis if rejected when it should have been
accepted. The level of significance is "the maximum probability with which we would
be willing to risk a Type I error."1 Therefore, a 95% significance level is where there is a
95% probability that the hypothesis has been correctly accepted. By definition, there is
a 5% chance that if the hypothesis was rejected, it was incorrectly rejected and should
have been accepted.
1 Spiegel, Murray R. Theory and Problems of Statistics. McGraw-Hill, New York, 1994.
The results of the test of significance are shown in Table 5.3.
Factor kept
Group constant Test result
small box vs. gaylord battery Ho accepted, no difference in
removed populations
small box vs. gaylord battery left in Ho accepted, no difference in
populations
battery removed vs. battery left small box Ho accepted, no difference in
in populations
battery removed vs. battery left gaylord Ho rejected, populations are
in not the same
Table 5.3
Results of the Test of Significance
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show the calculations for the test.
In comparing the shipping containers, a two-tailed test was used, since it was not
clear from the data which process was better. However, when comparing whether or
not the battery was removed, a one-sided test was used since the difference in the defect
rates :in much greater.
Test of Significance
Battery removed Battery left in
Small box P1 = 0.03095 P2 = 0.01905
N1 = 420 N2 = 420
Gaylord P3 = 0.03846 P4 = 0.01990
N3 = 546 N4 = 603
Table 5.4
Parameters Used in the Test of Significance
1.~~~ Sml o s _vor bteyrmvd
Hypothesis setup Propotions Standard deviation Z score
Ho: p1 = p3 P 1 = 0.03095 p = 0.0352 z = -0.6279
Ha": p1 p3 P3 = 0.03846 q = 0.9648 -1.96 < z < 1.96
Two-tailed test oPi -P3 = 0.0120 Ho accepted!
Small box vs. gaylord (battery left in)
Hypothesis setup Proportions Standard deviation Z score
Ho: 2 = p4 P2 = 0.01905 p = 0.0196 z = -0.0965
Ha: p2 p4 P4 = 0.01990 q = 0.9804 -1.96 < z < 1.96
Two-tailed test aP2-P4 = 0.0088 Ho accepted!
Battery removed vs. battery left in (small box)
Hypothesis setup Proportions Standard deviation Z score
Ho: pl = p2 P1 = 0.03095 p= 0.0250 z = 1.1045
Ha : • p2 P2 = 0.01905 q = 0.9750 -1.645 < z < 1.645
One-tailed test a - P2 -0.0108 Ho accepted!
Battery removed vs. battery left in (gaylord)
Hypothesis setup Proportions Standard deviation Z score
Ho: p3 = p4 P3 = 0.03846 p = 0.0105 z = 1.8785
Ha : p p4 P4 = 0.01990 q = 0.9895 z > 1.645
One-tailed test aP3 -P4 = 0.0099 Ho rejected!
Table 5.5
Calculations of the Test of Significance
5.4.2 Discussion of the results
The first two tests, comparing small boxes to gaylords for both the battery
removed and the battery left in showed that there is no statistical difference in the
defect rates for the two types of containers. A new gaylord costs $15.00 and holds 2,500
cameras, resulting in an average cost of $0.006 per camera. A new small box costs $2.00
1. Small box vs. eavlord (battery removed)
and the five foam trays costs $1.50. It holds 84 cameras, bringing the container costs to
$0.048 per camera. Since the small box is more expensive than the gaylord and does not
improve the quality of the removed circuit boards, it will not be considered further.
The third test indicates that leaving in or removing the battery for cameras
shipped in small boxes does not affect circuit board quality. The difference between the
defect rates 1.905% (battery left in) vs. 3.095% (battery removed) for the given sample
size is not significant. However, the fourth test shows that there is a significant
difference between the defects rates of 1.990% (battery left in) and 3.846% (battery
removed) for cameras shipped in gaylords. This brings up the question of why is there
a significant difference between the presence and absence of batteries for gaylords and
not for small boxes.
One explanation is the interaction between the cameras and the shipping
container. Cameras shipped in the small box do not move about much since they are
placed in foam trays which are molded to fit the cameras and the cameras are packed
tightly into the boxes. On the other hand, cameras in the gaylord have a lot more room
to move about. Cameras in small boxes do not come in contact with one another, unlike
those in the gaylord which are all thrown in together. It is possible that the presence of
the battery helps to protect the circuit boards in the gaylord during transportation.
For sake of argument, let's assume that the difference in the defect rates between
3.095% and 1.905% for cameras shipped in small boxes is totally attributable to removal
of the battery. In other words, a defect rate of 3.095% - 1.905% = 1.190% is due entirely
to the camera openers removing the battery. The 1.905% defect rate for cameras with
the battery left in is due to defects originating during transportation. In the case of
cameras shipped in gaylords, we see that there is a difference of 3.846% - 1.990% =
1.856% in the defect rates depending on whether the battery is present or absent. This is
0.666% higher than the difference in defect rates for cameras shipped in small boxes. I
suggest that this difference is due to the effect of the presence of the battery in the
gaylord.
There were over twenty cameras from the gaylord whose circuit boards were
separated from the frame. Over 75% of those cameras were from the sample that had
the battery removed. There are a two possible explanations as to why most of the
separated circuit boards came from the sample that had the battery removed. First, the
presence of the battery provides some protection to the cameras in the gaylord. The
battery gives rigidity to the frame and can absorb shock during transportation. Second,
the front cover is sometimes pulled back from the frame when the battery is removed
which makes it more likely to be pulled off during transportation, leaving the circuit
board exposed. More experimentation is needed to understand the interaction between
the absence of the battery and transportation of the cameras in gaylords.
Since leaving in the battery for cameras shipped in gaylords had a statistically
significant decrease in the defect rate over those shipped with the battery removed, it is
recommended that Kodak modify its recycling policy for photofinishers. A cost/benefit
analysis of leaving in the battery for all flash cameras is provided in the next section.
5.5 Cost/Benefit Analysis of Leaving in the Battery
The following section analyzes the costs and benefits associated with leaving the
batteries in the flash cameras, as compared to Kodak's current policy of having the
photofinisher remove the batteries. Please note that the numbers in the following
sections have been disguised.
If Kodak mandated that the photofinishers leave the batteries in the one-time-use
cameras, it would apply to all flash cameras, regardless of the camera's manufacturer.
It would be impractical to have the photofinishers only leave the battery in the Kodak
models and not those of the other manufacturers. This is due to the nature of the
photofinishing business. It would take time for the camera openers to learn which
cameras needed to have the battery left in and which ones needed to have the battery
removed. Due to the high turnover of personnel at photofinishers, they would be
constantly training new employees. Secondly, the large labs are under severe time
constraints on a nightly basis. It would take extra time for a camera opener to decide
whether or not to remove the battery from a camera. Therefore, all flash cameras would
be returned with their batteries.
The following numbers will be used in the calculations:
* Number of returned cameras in 1995 24,000,000
* Number of gaylords in 1995 9,600
* Average number of cameras in a gaylord 2,500
* Percentage of flash cameras in a gaylord 40%
* Percentage of Mini Flash cameras in a gaylord 35%
* Average number of flash cameras in a gaylord 1,000
* Average weight of an AA battery (oz.) 0.80
* Average weight of a returned camera w/out battery (oz.) 2.29
* Average photofinisher rebate per camera $0.10
5.5.1 Added Costs
There are three costs which would increase with leaving the battery in the
camera. They are:
* rebate costs
* transportation costs
* battery handling costs
The additional weight will increase the rebate and transportation costs while the
presence of the batteries will increase the battery handling costs.
Rebate costs
The average rebate that Kodak pays to a photofinisher is $0.10 per camera.
However, the number of cameras in a shipment is determined by the weight of the box,
using the standard of 7 cameras per lb. This equates to $0.70 per lb. With the battery
left in a camera, the weight of the shipment will increase, without the number of
cameras increasing. If the weight standard is kept the same, Kodak will effectively be
paying $0.114 per camera.
Table 5.6 shows that the rebate cost will increase by $35.00 per gaylord for a $0.10
rebate per camera. The total annual increase is $336,000.
Weight of an AA battery (oz.) 0.8
Average number of flash cameras in a gaylord 1,000
Extra weight per gaylord due to batteries (oz.) 800
Extra weight per gaylord due to batteries (lb.) 50
Average rebate per camera $0.10
Average rebate per pound of cameras $0.70
Extra cost per gaylord $35.00
Actual rebate per camera $0.114
Number of gaylords (1995) 9,600
Extra annual rebate costs $336,000
Table 5.6
Annual Rebate Costs
Instead of paying for the weight of the batteries, Kodak needs to reevaluate its 7
camera per pound standard. With the added weight of an AA battery, there would be
an average of 6.13 cameras per pound, as calculated in Table 5.7. Given 100 cameras
returned from the photofinishers, 40% are flash and 60% are nonflash cameras.
60 nonflash
100 cameras 40 flash cameras cameras
weight per camera (ounces) 2.29 + 0.80 2.29
total weight (ounces) 261.0 123.6 137.4
average weight (ounces) 2.61 3.1 2.29
number of cameras per
pound 6.13 5.16 7.00
Table 5.7
New Calculation of the Weight Standard
Kodak would still be paying the photofinishers $0.10 per camera, but now the
calculation of the number of cameras in a shipment, based on the shipment's weight,
will be more correct. It is important to note that the photofinisher also gains by leaving
in the battery. First of all, the camera openers do not need to spend the time removing
the battery, increasing throughput and decreasing labor costs. Second, the
photofinishers do not have to deal with getting rid of the batteries they remove from
the cameras. By adjusting the weight standard, the rebate costs will not increase by
$336,000.
Transportation costs
Kodak pays for the cameras to be shipped from the photofinisher to the rough
sort vendor. For an increase of 50 pounds per gaylord, the average increase to ship a
gaylord would be $4.05 per gaylord. This number is the average increase in costs from
a 357 pound gaylord to a 407 pound gaylord, over varying distances of travel, and with
different transportation companies. The fifty pound increase reflects the additional
weight of 1,000 AA batteries.
$4.05
The annual cost would be: 9,600 gaylords x board
$38,800
Battery handling costs
With 24,000,000 cameras recovered in 1995 and 40% of them being flash cameras,
it is estimated that there are 9,600,000 flash cameras returned to the rough sort vendor
annually. An equal number of batteries would have to be dealt with by the rough sort
vendor who charges $32 to palletize 14,000 batteries. The batteries are sent to Gifts In
Kind, a charitable organization which provides the used batteries to schools.
1 pallet $32The annual cost would be: 9,600,000 batteries x 14000 batteries x pallet
$21,943
5.5.2 Added Savings
There are two benefits of leaving in the batteries:
* reduction of repair work
* attainment of quality goals
The reduction of the repair work is measurable and results in a cost savings. It is
discussed in this section. Attaining the department's quality goals does not result in a
cost savings, but is one of the performance metrics of the department. It is examined in
Section 5.6.
The Mini Flash cameras which do not pass the flash part of the functional test are
given to the repair operators for rework. The operators do not spend more than four
minutes per board, since any additional time would incur higher costs than the value of
the board. Typically, a repair operator can fix 250 boards during an eight hour shift.
This assumes that all boards are repairable. Although this is not true in practice, there
is no data available for the repair scrap rate. For simplicity, the repair scrap rate is
assumed to be zero.
With a fully burdened wage rate of $30 per hour, the average labor cost is:
$30 8 hours
board x 250 boards
$0.96 per board
The average cost of a replaced component is $0.15, bringing the total cost to repair a
board to $1.11.
With 24,000,000 cameras recovered in 1995, and 35% of those Mini Flash cameras,
there were 8,400,000 recovered Mini Flash cameras. Table 5.8 gives the annual savings
for the reduction in repair work:
All Batteries Removed All Batteries Left In
Defect rate 3.846% 1.990%
Number of defective Mini Flash
cameras 323,064 167,160
Cost to fix cameras $358,601 $185,548
Total savings $173,053
Table 5.8
Annual Savings in Repair Work
Table 5.9 gives a summary of the costs and benefits for leaving in the battery:
New Weight Standard Old Weight Standard
Total costs
Rebate costs 0 $336,000
Transportation costs $38,800 $38,800
Battery handling costs $21,943 $21,943
Total savings
Board repair savings $173,053 $173,053
Net savings $112,310 ($223,690)
Summary of the Cost &
Table 5.9
Benefits of Leaving in the Battery
5.6 Attainment of Quality Goals
This section looks at how leaving in the battery will help the one-time-use
department attain its quality goals. George Fisher, CEO of Eastman Kodak, has set
forth a goal for the company to reduce its defects by a factor of ten (10x) in three years.
This translates to approximately a 50% reduction in defects per year.
Referring to Chapter 2, the defects caused by circuit boards for the Mini Flash
model, new circuit boards have a defect rate of 5,000 PPM (0.5%). Reused circuit boards
fail at a rate of 7,800 PPM (0.78%). The fallout rate of circuit boards in the recycling
process is about 30,000 PPM (3.0%). Assuming that all the boards that fall out of the
recycling process are defective boards, the overall defect rate is 3.78% which
corresponds to the experimental defect rate of 3.846%.
There are two ways of examining the effect that leaving in the battery will have
on circuit board quality. The first way is to look at the number of circuit boards which
will fail at final testing. The second method is to look at the overall reduction of defects,
including the fall out rate of circuit boards in the recycling process.
Defect at final test
In 1995, 25,400,000 Mini Flash cameras were manufactured. 8,400,000 of those
had reused circuit boards and 17,000,000 had virgin boards. The defect rate of new
circuit boards is 0.5%, as measured at final test, and this value is assumed to be constant
for the analysis. The reused circuit boards fail at a rate of 0.78%. Since the fall out rate
of boards in the recycling process is 3.0%, the vendors catch approximately 80% of the
defective boards (3.00%/3.78%). Assuming the vendor capture rate to remain at 80%,
then for a defect rate of 1.990% with the batteries left in, the vendors would catch 1.59%
of the 1.99% defective boards.
Table 5.10 shows the calculations for the new defect rate.
Batteries Left In Batteries Removed
Number of virgin boards 17,000,000 17,000,000
Defect rate 0.5% 0.5%
Number of defective virgin boards 85,000 85,000
Number of reused boards 8,400,000 8,400,000
Defect rate 0.40% 0.78%
Number of defective reused boards 33,600 65,520
Total number of defective boards 118,600 150,520
Defective boards (PPM) 4,669 5,926
Table 5.10
New Defect Rate Calculation
The defect rate would decrease by 27%. This value is dependent on the
percentage cameras with reused circuit boards. In this calculation, 33% of the cameras
manufactured had reused circuit boards. If this ratio were to increase, then the
reduction in the defect rate would increase.
5.7 Best and Worst Case Analysis
The cost/benefit analysis done in section 5.5 shows that leaving in the battery
can result in a savings of over $112,000 per year, provided the weight standard is
adjusted. If the weight standard is not modified, then leaving in the battery will cost
the company about $224,000 annually. This section will examine the effect that the
defect rate has on the costs or savings of leaving in the battery.
Best case scenario
The best case scenario is where there is the largest difference between the defect
rate of cameras with the battery and those with the battery removed. As shown in
Table 5.2, cameras shipped in gaylords with the battery left in had a defect rate of
1.990% with a 95% confidence interval of 0.876% - 3.104%. Using the 95% confidence
interval, the lowest defect rate this population could have would be 0.876%. Similarly,
for cameras without the batteries, the highest defect rate is 5.459%.
The costs of leaving in the battery would not change, since they are not
dependent on the defect rate. The annual total savings would increase, as shown in
Table 5.11.
All Batteries Removed All Batteries Left In
Defect rate 5.459% 0.876%
Number of defective Mini Flash 458,556 73,584
cameras
Cost to fix cameras $508,997 $81,678
Total savings ($427,319) $427,319
Table 5.11
Best Case Scenario Total Savings
Subtracting out the costs, the net annual savings are given in Table 5.12.
New Weight Standard Old Weight Standard
Total costs $60,743 $396,743
Total savings $427,319 $427,319
Net savings $366,576 $30,576
Table 5.12
Best Case Scenario Net Savings
Under the best case scenario, the policy modification would save approximately
$367,000.
Worst case scenario
The upper bound of the defect rate for cameras shipped in gaylords with the
battery left in is 3.104%. The lowest rate for cameras shipped in gaylords with the
battery removed is 2.233 %. This represents the worst case, since the difference between
the two defect rates is at its smallest value. The difference, as shown in Table 5.13, is
negative, signifying that removing the battery causes less defects than by leaving it in.
All Batteries Removed All Batteries Left In
Defect rate 2.233% 3.104%
Number of defective Mini Flash 187,572 260,736
cameras
Cost to fix cameras $208,205 $289,417
Total savings $81,212 ($81,212)
Table 5.13
Worst Case Scenario Total Savings
In Table 5.14, the net annual costs for leaving in the battery are shown.
New Weight Standard Old Weight Standard
Total costs $60,743 $396,743
Total savings ($81,212) ($81,212)
Net savings ($141,955) ($477,955)
Table 5.14
Worst Case Scenario Net Savings
Summary of cost/benefit analysis
Table 5.15 gives a summary of the cost/benefit analysis.
New Weight Standard Old Weight Standard
Worst Typical Best Worst Typical Best
Total
costs $60,743 $60,743 $60,743 $396,743 $396,743 $396,743
Total
sav ($81,212) $173,053 $427,319 ($81,212) $173,053 $427,319
Net
savings ($141,955) $112,310 $366,576 ($477,955) ($233,690) $30,576
Table 5.15
Best and Worst Case Savings Summary
5.8 Conclusions
This chapter offers several recommendations to the one-time-use camera
department:
* change the recycling policy requiring the photofinishers to leave in the battery
* work with the photofinishers to explore other means of improving the quality of
returned cameras
* conduct further experiments
Change the recycling policy
The data and analysis presented in this chapter show that changing the recycling
policy to require photofinishers to leave in the battery would benefit the department.
Work with the photofinishers
Several of the larger US photofinishers return most of the cameras to Kodak. I
visited one of these photofinishers to collect the cameras for the experiment. They were
very helpful to me and gave suggestions on how to improve the quality of the returned
cameras in the future. By working with the photofinishers, the best practices of
handling the cameras could be learned and shared amongst all the photofinishers.
Conduct further experiments
The experiment I ran should be viewed as the first of many experiments to be
conducted. The data that I used represents one photofinishing lab. More experiments
need to be run to analyze how the change in the recycling policy affects the quality of
cameras returned from other photofinishers. Further testing needs to be done to better
understand the impact of leaving in the battery on camera quality. For example, does
the presence of the battery help to reduce defects during transportation by adding
structural rigidity to the camera frame? Running a two day experiment takes a total of
approximately five days, including preparation, execution, and testing.
Chapter 6 Conclusions
6.1 Thesis Summary
The goal of this thesis was to describe to the reader the current state of Kodak's
recovery program of its Mini Flash cameras and the improvements made to the
processes during my internship. My work focused on two groups within the recovery
process: the remanufacturing vendors and the photofinishers.
The improvements at the vendors consisted of:
* component reclamation
* broken board acceptance
* coverglass replacement
The modifications to the vendors' processes are projected to save Kodak over $280,000
annually.
Investigating the photofinisher methods led to a recommendation which could
save Kodak $112,000 per year and lower defect rates by 27%. By having the
photofinishers leave in the battery of the recovered Mini Flash cameras, the circuit
boards undergo less shock, and consequently are less damaged.
6.2 Recommendations
There are still several improvements which can be made to the recovery process,
as highlighted below:
* creating a cohesive recovery strategy
* motivating the photofinishers
* modifying the circuit board based on the life cycle
* partnering with the vendors
Creating a cohesive recovery strategy
Kodak does not have an overarching recovery strategy. There is a different
manufacturing team for each camera model and each team interacts with the vendors
independently of the other teams. The vendor processes are modified as needed by the
manufacturing teams in response to consumer demand, product line changes, and
recovery volumes.
Kodak's recovery strategy should reduce the number of inter-vendor hand-offs.
In other words, the number of vendors within a flow path should be minimized. This
would reduce the cycle time and the handling of the cameras and circuit boards.
Additionally, quality problems would be easier to find since they would be traced back
to fewer vendors. For each process, Kodak should two vendors working in parallel, as
in the case of Vendors 2 and 3 rebuilding the recovered Mini Flash cameras. Having
two vendors provides competition and benchmarking for Kodak while keeping the
complexity of the recovery process to a manageable level. With more than two vendors
working on the same process, the recovery program's complexity quickly increases.
Motivating the photofinishers
The photofinishers are an important part of the recovery program. Their
handling of the Mini Flash cameras directly affects the quality of the circuit board.
There are several ways Kodak could motivate the photofinishers to treat the recovered
cameras to prevent their damage. First, Kodak could work with the photofinishers to
find methods that would minimize damage to the cameras. The photofinishers are
under severe time pressures to remove the film cartridges from the camera. There may
be different procedures which could decrease both the handling time and the damage
done to the cameras. Future designs of the camera bodies could take photofinisher
concerns into account.
Kodak could use monetary incentives as well. A small number of photofinishers
provide over 80% of Kodak's recovered cameras. The structure of the sorting and
production lines allow for one photofinisher's rebuilt cameras to go through the lines as
a group, thus allowing for the tracking of the camera and circuit board quality.
Photofinishers with a given quality level could be paid a bonus or a higher rebate
amount.
Modifying the circuit board based on the life cycle
The individual circuit boards have very different life times. The circuit boards
which were put in the first Mini Flashes are obviously much older than the new circuit
boards which are just being put in today's Virgin Mini Flash cameras. Circuit boards
which are manufactured for the early part of the life cycle could be manufactured with
different materials to prolong their life, while circuit boards produced later on in the life
cycle may be built for a shorter life cycle. For example, the board itself is made of
compressed paper fibers. This is an inexpensive way of making the board, but the
board is also prone to breakage. Perhaps boards for the first part of the life cycle would
be made with fiberglass fibers with the latter portion of boards made with the paper
fibers. Analysis would be needed to find the tradeoff point in terms of higher material
costs and at what point in the life cycle would the change be made.
Partnering with the vendors
The business climate between the vendors and Kodak is very favorable. The
demand for the one-time-use cameras is constantly increasing. The vendors have been
growing to keep up with production. The competition between the vendors, although
present, is at a minimum. The vendor processes could be examined and the best
practices shared with the other vendors.
Kodak does work with the vendors, but the communication with the vendors can
be inconsistent. For example, not all procedure changes have been communicated to
all the vendors. Kodak's reliance on the vendors necessitates a partnering relationship.
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